i. Introduction 1 . In i<)}i Langer initiated and gave the first of numerous contributions to what has become a sucr-»ssful theory for asymptotic expansions of the solutions of a differential equation with a turning point. This theory has been extended and applied to a great many questions by him and by others. An extensive list of references may be found in L. CESARI ; where each />, h analytic, and, most importantly, that p a [s) has precisely two simple zeros, a ami ß, in the interior of £?,. In a region which includes a turning point, i.e., a zero or singularity of p n (s), the solutions of the differential equation (1.1) depend upon k in so intricate a way as to have quite distinct asymptotic forms in different parts of the region, being dominant (exponentially large) in some parts and subdominant (exponentially small) in others. The asymptotic scries for solutions of (1.1) over a region . 3 The letters M and A r are always to be used as generic symbols for positive constants.
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130 NICHOLAS F). KAZARINOFF: which includes just one simple turning point are known and are based upon Airy functions [2, &] . Thus, it would appear that the behavior of solutions of (1.1) ov^r the entire region £?,, which contains two simple turning points, is obtainable by the famihar procedure of evaluating the coefficients in the dependence relations which connect solutions whose behavior is known about one of the turning points with those solutions whose behavior is known about the other turning point. Unfortunately, this evaluation is not possible in general; two linearly independent solutions may have the same dominant asymptotic form, which makes the inference of the identity of two solutions from the identity of their asymptotic forms invalid. Thus, a new theory is necessary if we desire to have uniform asymptotic expansions of solutions of (1.1) over all ä?,. LANGER [4] has derived the leading terms of such asymptotic expansions in the special case where s is a real variable on a bounded interval, /> 0 (s) is real-valued, and ^(s) s0. We derive the asymptotic expansions to n -\-1 terms, where « is an arbitrary non-negative integer, of the solutions of (1.1) under the general hypotheses set forth in the first paragraph above together with some others of a more technical nature to be set forth later. Interest in the problem discussed here stems mainly from possible applications for the theory derived. In certain regions, the differential equations for the angular and radial spheroidal functions are of the type (i.1). This is also true of the Whittaker equation for certain configurations of its parameters. The spheroidal functions are important in problems concerning scattering by a prolate spheroid. The Whittaker functions, disguised as Coulomb wave functions, occur in quantum mechanics. Equations of type (i.i) are also of interest in other problems of wave motion and diffraction.
We have divided the discussion below into three parts. In Part I we transform the differential equation (1.1) into one more suitable for analysis. We call thiscanonical form the given equation. We then give an algorithm for the construction of a rclaied equation whose coefficients resemble the coefficients of the given equation to an arbitrarily prescribed degree. In Part II we study the solutions of the related equation. These involve Weber functions of large complex order and argument. They have been studied by ERDKLVI, KENNEDY & MCGREGOR [<3] . We make considerable use of their results and have shown that their asymptotic representations hold uniformly in arg v over a finite range of arg v, where »• is the order of the Weber functions ü volved. We also give an algorithm for recursively determining the terms in the asymptotic expansions of these Weber functions. In Part III we prove that solutions of the related equation are asymptotic expansions to «-f 1 terms of solutions of the given equation, n being any non-negative integer. The method of proof is, as usual, to transform the given equation into an integral equation of Volterra type, whose kernel involves solutions of the related equation, and to solve this integral equation by the Picard method of successive iteration. Wc also give approximations for derivatives of solutions of the given equation. Our main results are stated as Theorems 1 and 3 of § § 12 and i). An especially interesting feature is the occurence of a demunerable number of characteristic solutions of the given equation. These are bounded and oscillatory on certain curves joining the turning points and exponentially small on their extensions beyond the turning points.
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Part I: Construction of the Related Equation 2. The given equation. The ajialysis to follow involves certain functions and a mapping connected with f> 0 {s). To simplify thoir form we adopt a nomudked form of the differential equation (1.1) as the basis of the sequel. This normalization was used by LANGER in [4, § § 2, )]. Its adoption here will be seen to entail certain assumptions on p^{s).
We consider the mapping from the given region Sj onto a region Sj of the ;-plane defined implicitly by the equation (2.1) / { i*_ I) Ur--j>| 1 (0^-o.
+1
An immediate question is whether or not (2.1) detines a mapping at all, and if so, is it a schlicht mapping? We can shew that (2.1) defines a mapping and that at each point of ß s it defines a locally one-to-one mapping. The function which is the left member of (2.1) is analytic in ; except at -) 1 and in s except at a and ß. Its partial derivatives do not vatysh except on the lines s~-±l and s~a or ^, Tims by the implicit function theorem for analytic functions, there exist in neighborhoods of all points of % except possibly ot and /?, analytic solutpons 2{s) of (2.1) with inverses s{z). Further, (is/<h ~(i* -l)4/> 0 "*(s); and hence, 5'(2) 4:0 except perhaps at ±1.
We now examine what happens at the exceptional points a and ß. A computation shows that we may write
where Ö>, and Pj are analytic in neighborhoods of -f-1 and a, respectively, and neither ^,(1) nor P,(x) is zero Thus, we may write
where F is analytic in a neighborhood of (1, a) and neither dFl'dz nor dFjds vanishes at (l,a). Therefore, by the implicit function theorem, there exists a solution z[s) of (2.)), and hence of (2.1), with inverse s(z), which is analytic in a neighborhood of « and such that z[a) -1 and s'(1)=j=o. In order to apulv this same technique to (2.1) at s~ß, we must assume a are independent of path provided the paths do not encircle the singularities of the integrands. However, it may be that the latter integral vanishes. We assume the contrary and choose the parameter so that
We can now apply considerations analogous to those above to reach the conclusions that (2.1) has an analytic solution 2 (5) We have shown that the implicit relation (2.1) defines a mapping from äj onto a region 9 S and that i* defines a locally one to one mapping of some neighbor hood of any point of Sj onto a neighborhood of 3,. We require more than this and assume that (ii) The relation (2.1) defines a schlickt mapping r(,v); fy«* ®;, withl-i.iK®,. Under this assumption, the change of variables (2.4a) In particular, 9o(')=(^-l)-
We henceforward refer to the differential equation (2.5) as "the given equation".
3. The first approximating equation. The analysis of the given equation is based upon the construction of an equation which resembles it up to terms of the form X~n~lOii) in the coefficient of «, where « is any non-negative integer andO(i) denotes a function of r and A which is bounded for 21^ and for|Jlj>iV. The algorithm for the construction of this related equation is similar to the algorithm of MCKELVEY given in [6] . The matter at issue in MCKELVEV'S paper is the approximation of solutions of an equation with a single turning point of order two. Such a turning point may be thought of as the confluence of two simple turning points so that similarities in the analyses of the two cases are not unexpected.
The point, of beginning in both instances is WEBER'S equation, which may be written in the form 4. The second approsmuifcmg equaSion. We next construct an equation resembling the given equation in both the A 2 and A terms of the coefficient of u. Formally, this step is almost identical with the corresponding one in [6] . The idea is to make a change of dependent variable 
In so far as X is concerned, the functions D 0 and H are bounded for |A|>A . We recall that the choic <ii the constant c in (J.2) is in oar hands. Now, a simple division
. ■ vW.iB.iftw %**»y^W*tK--
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shows that
Recallbtg the ddinition of ft from (3.2), we observe that the coefficient of A* in //D, is ftj. The coefficient of / may be computed and is
Therefore, a sufficient condition that this coefficient be cqvial to q t is that ff 9 and //, satisfy the following system of differential equations:
with boundary condition that A jrossible solution of this system is (4.5 a) // 0^c oshd, /^ where (4.5b) y(z)^(.t 3 -1)^ argy^o for z>\.
We deduce from tliese formulas that /i 0 and /q are analytic in ^ except at •.~ -\ provided fa is defined so as to be continuous at z ■-[. Without proper choice of the constant c, // 0 and pi will fail to be analytic at -1. in order to render them analytic there, we choose c so thnt
Vis)
Then ^{-1)=0, and & may be written in the form
Provided fa is now defined so as to be continuous at -1, this lact and computation show that /i 0 and fa are analytic throughout B t . The choice of /.
•" and //, detenninc I) 0 , and horn (4.5) it follows tliat
147) /Ü-fAl»"**-
The relations (4.7) and (4.3) and the definition (J.2) of R imply that
Thus if f?, is bounded, it is clear from (4.8) that Dp is bounded away from zero for |/!>A' and lor t^^-H äjis unbounded, we assume (iü) ü 0 is hwtnicd away from zero for t£3 t ami for JA!>JV. We obsen-e directly from (4.J) that // -D«. Therefore, we may make the change of variable (4.9)
Z^D-iZ to remove the first derivative term in equation (4.2). It then takes the form
The function 7" is analytic in ^ as /?, /i 0 , and /«j are all analytic there. Further, T is analytic in A for |A|> .V; hence, we may write {4M) rM)=f «y^A-A o We call the differential equation (4.10a) "the second approximating equation" for the given equation (2.5). It is important to note the way the constants r,, which were introduced in (}.l), enter into the functions fy. The fy appear in 7" wherever R and R' do. From (4.4) and (4.}a), we observe that aside from the leading term I? in the right member of (4.10b), R aod R' have coefficients of order A 1 or smaller in this right member. It follows that the constant cj occurs linearly in if,-, always with a coefficient of -M, and is absent from every /, with i<i.
5. The related «<j«ation. We are now in a position to construct a differential equation whose solutions are known and whose, coefficients arc identical with those of the given equation up to terms of order A " l . inasmuch as this construction is already well known [5, 6] , we present only the results.
With C standing for any solution of equation (4.10a), we set and choose the functions a, and 6y so that i» satisfies a differential equation of the form
where Q{z,k) is Ix)unded for xf-St, and lor |A}>iV. The proper choices of the ti/s and hf'i are: 
with an error involving v 1 . We strengthen their results by showing that their asymptotic representations hold uniformly in aig 9 over sectors of the {»-plane. We also extend their representations to asymptotic expansions, the terms of wliich are determined recursively by a quadrature at each step.
We obtain the behavior of solutions of equation (3.2) by kttkig x~\ ■ s in the expansions for the functions (6.!). We the« determine the asymptotic expansions over ^ of the solutions of the related equation. These are explicit up to terms involving P~K While our results arc limited by the Sack of precise information on the structure of Weber' functions of large complex order, approximations to terms involving r" 1 are usually adequate in applications. When they are not, numerical methods for the calculation of the terms of the asymptotic expansions given in § 8 may be employed to give more precis« approximations, 7. Domains in the ss-piane. The determination of the regions of validity for the approximations to solutions of the given equation, which are derived in Part III, depends upon the character of a function ^ [x) . it is defined by analytic continuation from its positive values on [\, 00), which are given by
It is shown in [3, pp. 469, 470] that 0 is a schlicht mapping of a Riemann surface X over the x-plane with brunch points at ii onto a Riemarm surface ^ over the ö>-plane. whose branch points are the images of the branch points in S, Clearly, (7.2) *(*) = I (* {.T a -i)< -In [* -I-(** -1)4]};
and for large jxj,
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The Weber functions (6.!) are entire funcUop* (»( thtir argument and tluir order. Hence, in discussing them \vc may assume that (7.4)
The t-plane is cut from -1 to --t and [argr-j'^.T jf, e>0
These assumptions enable us to avoid considerii.g more than a finite number oi sheets of the logarithmic Riemann surface 3-Ix't I, denote the .v-planc cut in accordance with (".
•!) and the condition | arg(.v -J)j ^.T. The corresponding portion ;}, of 3 consists of two sheets joined along the ray arg0~O (see Fig. 1 ). We now -enffi'-zx define certain regions of i' on which the behavior of the Weber functions (6.1) is conveniently describable. Let the index t«, which appears in (6.1), have range 0, ±1. ±2, ±3, and let
(7.6a) Fij. 1. Th» mriac« 3i <
•aif4 m ix
Let y m be the point at infinity on 3 J n the direction arg<P= -«ur -argf, and let £ be any positive number small enough to make the following definition meaningful. We define 0^ to be the largest closed, simply connected region @ of X such that n -r E% arg£ -f'«?i ä f« -f., A-'JÜ), (7.6b) l-t + ljäf.
«e®.
(7.6c) l^^j^e, .r^ty, except that x -\ and a neighborhood of x-■•! may be in ($. 
I)'
We henceforth adopt the convention that in formulas in which the double signs ± or T appear, all upper si^ns or all lower .signs arc always to be used. It follows from (82) [-3, p . 479j-These representations may be extended to asymptot c expansions by using the algorithm given by LANGER in [5] or similar algorithsns. We use LANCER'S.
In the notation of [5] , it enables us to construct certain functions a, and /3 ; -' The formuir-s in [/; appear to contain misprints. 
*vi*)~Oii), and ß t ,{x)**0{x'*).
Tlic asymptotic expansions given below extend the results in [3] . We omit their derivation to avoid repetition of work in [3] . Tb« a/s and ß/s are suffkiondy small at * = oo to guarantee unifonn convergence of the integrals which enter int.o the derivation. This is the point in the extension of the analysis in [3] that requires careful attention. The bounds for the error terms in our expansions are uniform with respect to arg v, if arg)-lies on a bounded interval. This also applies to the results in [<Jj, The reason for this is that the limit a n of integration in [3, equation (4.8)] may be fixed provided args» has a range of length less than ar. For example, if j arg vj g« | ;-<; -?, ö 0 may be chosen as x~c?'-oo; and if \axgv -$3i\3s,$3t~e, a 0 may be chosen as x -e'l'*'-<x. For each such range of argy, a bound on the integral in [3. equation (4.8)] may be found which is independent of arg v. It follows that for arg v bounded, bounds for the error terms independent of arg v can be found. This reasoning does not imply, however, that in the x-plane the regions of validity for the asymptotic expansions below are independent of argr. They are not, although in the neighborhood of infinity the boundaries of the regions of validity in the ] r yxplane are asymptotically independent of argr. relates the solutions of equations (3.2) and (8.1). In view of this connection, the asymptotic behavior of the solutions v m {z,X) may now be easily described with reference to the .v-plane. Since By directly applytag tW tl««rv in J to equation (JJ), vre cuuM haw d<.H*rilk-<l thf Uhavtor olcerUin solutions ol (J.2). other than the9olutiofb> (9.1). on rrgirms in tli»' i-plam,* identlcaJ v\it[i ihc regions 0», and (rt*. ilourvd, the 4\)!\tx simplincation in the dtarripticn of ilw figtons of validity of the a^yinpiotic i'\}tansioiis, wlikh is gained by this apf^twch, i-» offset bv an increase in difficulty in deriving these expanuon. 1 », »inre njtjatum H.2> is »uperficially more rurnplicrth'd than equation (8.1 . Final hypotheaes on i%. Our objective is to dt'trmninc the asyroptotie behavior throughout ^ of a pair of linearly independent solutions of the given equation (2.5). This will be done in the sections to follow. We first link the behavior of solutions of the given equation to that of solutions of the related equation by using the familiar method of variation of parameters. Its application to the given equation yields the integral equation The variables z and x and the parameters A and v are always considered to fulfil! the reiatums (9.4) and (9.2). Thus, given 2 and ?,, v and x are detennined. In order to keep the investigation to a reasonable length and to avoid further notational complications, we make the assumption that
J>i{ff rrnjial Equatk«» wiib
The second of the conditions (7.4) is thereby fulfilled when \/.\ is sufficiently large. There is no loss of generality in assuming that the first of these conditions is also satisfied. In what follows we fix A once for all, with \X\ sufficiently large to fulfill all requirements placed upon it.
The following lemma will be used in the discussion of solutions of (10.1). In this definition and in the sequel, when a region with subscript larger than "? or less than -3 appears, the region is understood to be the null set. Because of the overlapping of the regions Q) M and also of the regions $*, one can show that ^"C^.-JVV^.I.J ('« ~0, ±1, ±2). It follows from the hypothesis (v) and the conditions (7.4) that we lose no generality by assuming that ^.^Ciä.^ and £?(f s C^s. The regions ^M cover fS t and each point of 3 i is in at least two such regions. Our final assumptions on ü^ are: The function Q{z, X) first appeal's in equation (5.2). The function h{t) is defined by the conditions (9.11). Of course, if £?, is bounded, hypothesis (vii) is automaticaüy fulfilled.
Lerjjma. // a) eS/ is a dosed, simply connected region (whose boundary may depend upon a complex parameter
There are certain shadow zones which must be excluded from the regions ät m in the discussion of subdominant solutions of the given equation. Their images on the .v-piane adjoin the segment -1 < x< 0. Their we and presence depends The shadow zones an' excluded for the reason that the subdominant solutions of the given equation undergo a change in their asymptotic forms us one crosses into them. The presence of these shadow zones (see Fig. 1 for an example) is a phenomenon which has no counterpart in the discussion of asymptotic solutions of differential equations having just one turning point.
As we have remarked, we wish to determine the asymptotic structure throughout & t of a pair of linearly independent solutions of the given equation. We first prove that, for each m, there exists a solution u m which is asymptotically represented by a' m in the region 9S m~-&'". We then derive connection formulas among the solutions « 31 from which the behavior of the solutions M m may be derived for all z^Q t . Lastly, we discuss certain characteristic solutions, which may well be of special interest in applications of the theory. where A m {::, k) and b[z) are defined by (9.10c) and (9.11), we can rewrite the integral equation (KM) in the form (11.2) ^w-HU^^/iH^^r^^o-HwoH;^^)^''^0«^^^^.
In writing (11.2), we have used the evaluations (9.8) and (9.5) of ■^"(u For the sake of argument let I] ■<".,. On /]. the behavior of « m is then described by formula (11.4). Using this result and the relations (9.9a), (9.10), and (9.12), we find that .2) no longer holds, and therefore we cannot determine the behavior of «<" when |f (-*)|«siV «^ we did above for l»!SsW-We resolve this difficulty by showing that it is only an apparent one. Let us momentarily suppose that m ~J-2 and i\i [a £) g -N. 1 hen ^H (or ^ g; N in the neighborhood of ^w., where |f{ -*)j^A'. By the argument given in thfi next paragraph wc are able to determine the behavior of u n . i in a full neighborhood of r --} r/A, oi of .t « -1, when-\t-{ -x)\< N. We are also able to determine the behavior of ti m ., in such a neighborhood. Similar considerations apply to values of m other than ± 2. Thus, we shall always hi-able to determine the behavior of two linearly independent solutions of the given equation in a full neighborhood of : --| r/A whore j*(-,v)| :> A'.
As promised above, we now obtain the form of »^ if j|{ v)j;>.V and if, for such z. M{a$)Z: : -N. To do this we replace w m {s) and «•",,, (rj in (12.1) by «■ '",±1 («''■ "?) and ü , m -1(''' ""i), respectively, and similarly replace w m {l) and »•", i.j (/) for T such that j r(--x)\ < .V. in virtue of the identity (.S.IO), the analysis used in the derivation of (12.4) may be easily modified to yield the conclusion that Since v k -v^ if As; (mod 4), the relations (9.5) always suffice to give the values of the Wronskians in (I}-))-The constants Cy are defined by (8.9a).
The indices / and m for which thi fonnulas (13.1) and (IJ.}) hold depend upon argr; hence, the pairc of linearly independent solutions of the given equation whose behavior can be determined over all of 9 X depend upon argv. where the r ^eror lower signs are to be used according as arg(i'(A < )) is negative or positive, vu ( i it. Ma characteristic solution of the given equation. We can observe u.c u 1.
•• ol a characteristic solution «o^. ^*) for real z by referring to Theorem 1.
Since |j"S(A»0)j <.V for values of r such that -IgiHz^ 1 an * |^-!<.V|;. t | '. a characteristic solution is oscillatory for z in a strip of width 0^ ) centered on the interval [-1, i'j. in certain regions outside of such a strip, a characteristic solution is subdominant and decreases exponentially to zero as |.-r|->oo. These regions are sectors of width J.T--f with vertices at z~ ±]'X k h'(h) and which arc centered on the real axis. In particular, a characteristic solution is uniformly bounded for real z. Only characteristic solutions and their multiples have uns property.
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